E-MUSIC by Darius Vaikas
Electronic music at Nørgaards School allows you to develop your skills in music production with electronics as a the tool.
The course begins with an introduction to the program Ableton Live, which will be the primary software. This will enable you as a student to become
familiar with the program and its most basic functions, and paving the road to quickly get started with the production. When your knowledge of the
software is in place, it’s all about "sound design" using synthesizers, samplers etc.
One of the course's main aims is to make you able to compose electronic music from start to finish. Sampling is a key tool in the process, which will
contribute to your understanding of how to produce a track. Finally, part of the course focus on the art of DJ-ing. There will be an introduction to the
most necessary gear and its functions.
Electronic music also does projects in collaboration wih the school's other main subjects, including the school's rhythmic music class and
dance class, just as the class is sometimes visited by outstanding guest teachers. Note: there is room for max. 12 students on E-music.
ADVENTURE SPORT by Sune Elmose
In Nørgaard’s Adventure Sport class you will be challenged in disciplines such as mountain biking, different kinds of running, climbing and abseiling,
roller skis, kayaking, night and dark activities, general physical training, archery, various cooperation exercises, ball games etc.
Adventure Sports is for everyone. We train together, but differentiate according to the strength and skills of the individual, so that everyone can
participate at any level. You do not need to have tried your hand at adventure sport disciplines in advance. Most importantly, we have fun, and challenge ourselves and each other. So you need the desire and energy for physical activity if you choose Adventure Sports.
If the opportunity presents itself, the team will participate in some form of "Adventure Race" during the stay. A large part of the teaching will
naturally take place outdoors in what we hope is good weather. The remainder of the training will take place partly at the high school, and also
at Bjerringbro Sports Park.
Alongside the active teaching there will also be a bit of theoretical instruction. This will focus on issues such as training planning, diet and
nutrition, body image, physical exercise as a lifestyle, adventure sports as a concept etc.
DANCE by Anne Tølbøll
Dancing is music, movement and people’s individual way of expressing themselves. In the dance class we work with various dance styles with the aim
to explore and challenge the individual pupil.
Dance at Nørgaard’s introduces you to a wide range of dance styles such as modern dance (both classical and experimental), jazz, social dance and
last but not least various hip-hop styles. The goal is to challenge you, and as an added bonus you get in good physical shape and you will experience to
make contact with your body - often in a whole new way.
On Dance offers you the best conditions for a good and exciting experience, and the course offers a variety of guest instructors, each of which are specialists in their favorite dance style. We need to have fun and challenge your strength, flexibility and body awareness while making you sweat!
We also look at dance at a professional level, including through small lectures in dance history and its function in society. Similarly, we also watch
dance films, go on field trips out of the house to exciting dance performances and even perform with various choreographies for example in
cooperation with the school's E-Music-class.

MUSIC by Martin Damgaard, Søren Mehlsen and Line Thylander
In music, we aim at individual development in a collective community. It is the interaction that is the core, supported by individual guidance to each
student. All music teachers are all trained and performing musicians, and we think and talk music around the clock.
We believe that you develop as a musician in the meeting with other musicians as well as through openness to experimentation and the hardcore
knowledge you will be greeted by at Nørgaards.
We are an active player in the middle of Jutland music scene. Nørgaards College Music Society is every year visited by a number of Danish and international acts, which provide concerts at school, doing workshops and who often live here during their tours in Denmark.
We work with the academy in Aarhus, the local venue Viften and a number of venues and studios in Aarhus.

ART CLASS by Iben Tiufkjær
In Nørgaard’s College art class we perceive art as an open communication forum with ample space for artistic work under the guidance of
skilled teachers.
Art is for those who have something to say, and who need to express it, whether it is personal, political or something else. But art class is also for
people who just want to learn to think outside the box, be innovative and to be able to communicate in a society that places increasing demands on
your participation and your ability to think creatively.
In Art, we have divided the process into two main topics: Contemporary Art and Intervention Art. Where the former is primarily handled by
Iben Tiufkjær, which is also class-responsible, Intervention Art will be implemented with the involvement of the exuberant young Aarhus artist
Ulrik Myrtue.

OUTDOOR by Jesper Voldby
Outdoor at Nørgaard’s School means lots of great experiences and challenges at sea, on land and in the air in a magnificent scenery. Come and feel the
rush, cosiness and the great atmosphere that occurs when you give it all you have with your team and longer than you thought you could!
Feel the adrenaline pumping when you climb our modern climbing tower, making the acid throb in your forearms. Concentrate when you secure your
mates climbing in treetops or on the Norwegian fjell. And close your eyes when you throw yourself in a giant swing with a steep free fall.
Sit back and enjoy the beautiful scenery as you sail in canoe and kayak in the river, lake, and sea. And remember to take a deep breath before you
make a "Greenlander" in the kayak or kayak surfing the waves at Klitmøller, making the waves roar around you.
Prepare the most delicious primitive food and relax with your friends when you feel the heat from the fire and laugh at the small and big things from a
long day of adventure.

